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Introduction
This reference design demonstrates a possible 8-channel SONAR receive path sub-circuit. Included in the
design are theory of operation, schematics, bill of materials and initial measurement data to substantiate
theory.
The scope of this document is to exhibit how TI’s high performance analog front end, AFE5809, is ideal for
use in low, mid and high-end SONAR systems as well as high-end ultrasound systems. The AFE5809
greatly simplifies conventional system integration by providing eight channels of Low Noise Amplifier,
VCA, ADC, I/Q demodulator, and decimator. This reference design demonstrates how this ASIC-based
solution yields the high performance requirements of SONAR and ultrasound systems while reducing
back-end computational requirements. Beamforming, an imaging technique employed in both SONAR and
B-mode ultrasound technologies, requires envelope detection. Envelope detection is performed by I/Q
demodulating the digitized signal into its in-phase and quadrature components, and then decimating the
result. By processing this before serialization, and supplying already demodulated and decimated data at
the interface to the system back-end, the AFE5809 can reduce the high data rate at this interface and
absorb the envelope detection functionality, a necessary component of the digital beamforming
downstream in the signal chain.
This document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief overview of SONAR systems and
corresponding requirements. Section 3 analyzes beamforming and presents theory on the phase rotation
that can be applied to analyze/ measure multi-channel data. Section 4 presents key features of the
AFE5809 with an emphasis on those that are more suitable for multi-channel SONAR RX signal
processing. Section 5 outlines the test set up and measurement methodology that was used and actual
measurement data emulating the use of the AFE5809 in SONAR applications is presented in Section 6.

2

SONAR Overview
SONAR, an acronym for SOund Navigation And Ranging, refers to the method of using sound waves in
an underwater environment to detect and map objects. Typical SONAR systems use ultrasonic signals
whose frequencies typically range upwards from 20 kHz all the way to 800kHz. Applications of SONAR
are widespread including bathymetry (or the study of oceans floors), vessel navigation, search and rescue
(SAR), structural inspections such as pipelines, and recreational and commercial fish locators.
SONAR systems fall into two categories: active and passive. Passive systems are listening systems in
which no signal is transmitted and are generally needed when the listener wants to remain undetectable,
such as some military vessels. Conversely, active SONAR systems make use of a transmitted signal,
called a "ping", originating from a transmitter element array located near the receiver or a combined
transmit/receive element. If an object in the field of interest such as vessel or school of fish is encountered
by the transmitted wave, an attenuated and distorted reflection of this transmitted signal, called the "echo",
propagates back towards the transduce. The receive element in the transducer converts this acoustic
echo into an electrical voltage, and subsequent signal chain circuitry processes the signal. Because this
echo is so attenuated in the medium, and because of the wide range of signal amplitudes expected from
far, near and moving objects, the echo will require not only amplification before digitization, but also a
large dynamic range to accommodate this variability and maximize the resolution of the digitized signal.
The primary goal of the receiver is to decide where the received signal originated. The threshold for this
decision is primarily dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system.
Like most modern communication systems, there are methods for improving the SNR of a SONAR
system. These methods can be found in both the analog and digital domains and are employed to
increase quality or the range over which the system can be used. A typical SONAR system comprises a
transducer whose I/O switches between a transmit chain and a receiver chain. A typical receive chain
conditions the signal with variable-gain analog amplifiers and filters so that the dynamic range of the ADC
is maximized before digitizing the signal. The low-pass filter before the ADC acts as an anti-aliasing filter,
which limits the higher-order harmonics and high-frequency noise that gets folded back, or aliased, into
the first Nyquist zone. This filter is typical and recommended for most ADC applications.
In the digital domain, decimation and filtering can be used to further improve SNR as well as reduce data
rates to lessen the processing burden on the FPGA or back-end DSP. In addition, spatial filtering can be
employed to provide directivity to the transmitted ping through beam forming. Such methods control phase
and amplitudes of multiple channels to create constructive interference on the transmitted signal. The
receiver employs similar tactics by sensing the echo on multiple sensors.
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3

Beamforming Overview
In SONAR systems and B-mode ultrasound, acoustic waves centered around a particularly frequency are
transmitted into the imaging medium, and the echoed waves are received and recorded as a function of
time and position. Because the transmission and reception of sound waves are performed at the same
location (that is, at the transducer probe), the distances through which these waves propagate can be
computed through simple trigonometric geometry. This concept is schematically represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Principle of Delay-and-Sum Beamforming [2]
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In Figure 2, the red arrow represents the distance covered by the transmit and receive waves from one
transducer element, whereas the pink arrow represents the propagation distance from a second,
neighboring element to the same location in the imaging medium. The waveforms received by different
transducer elements constitute independent data channels. Evidently, these distances are unequal, and
assuming a constant speed of sound in the medium, the propagation times are also different.

Figure 2. Geometry of Propagation Paths
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The SNR of the received echoes tends to be low due to:
• the attenuation of the acoustic wave in the medium
• the limited power output for wave transmitted by transducer
To mitigate the low SNR, received echoes of multiple neighboring channels are combined through
beamforming. The difference in propagation time between neighboring channels is dictated by the physical
location of the transducer elements relative to the point in the imaging medium for which beamforming is
performed. Therefore, this time difference is computed and the corresponding channel data is delayed in
time and cumulatively summed for higher SNR. This summation requires that the signal noise from all
elements is correlated, which will therefore result in destructive summation for this noise.
To apply the delay, the absolute propagation time difference is decomposed into two components:
• integer delay: portion of delay that aligns with an ADC clock edge, or an integer multiple of the ADC
clock period
• fractional delay: the remaining component after the integer delay portion is subtracted from the total
time delay, expressed as a fraction of the ADC clock period
The example signal in Figure 3 illustrates the distinction between integer and fractional delay. At a
sampling frequency of 40 MHz, the period between actual data samples (represented by the vertical
arrows) is 1/40 MHz = 25 ns. Given that the signal needs to be delayed by an arbitrary time, say
106.25 ns, it is possible to locate the closest data sample to approximate the delayed value. In this case,
floor (106.25 ns/25 ns) = 4, meaning the fourth sample is selected to approximate the delayed value. For
higher accuracy, some interpolation can be done on the neighboring samples. Assuming that an
implementation has the resolution of ¼ clock period, the signal amplitude at the first tick mark on the right
of the fourth sample can be approximated using interpolation techniques.

Figure 3. Schematic of Integer versus Fractional Delay
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The integer delay is first applied on the output of the ADC by selecting the appropriate data sample
corresponding to that number of cycles worth of delay. The fractional delay can be implemented either
using an interpolation filter or a phase rotator, which is applied on the output of the integer delay block.
The resulting delayed channel data are then summed and fed to an envelope detection block. This
beamformer structure is schematically shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Conventional Time-Delay Beamformer Block Diagram
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3.1

Envelope Detection
Once the appropriately delayed channel data is combined through summation, the peaks in the resulting
signal are identified through envelope detection. The data rate resulting a lower frequency signal can then
be further reduced through log compression, which provides the pixel values finally displayed as an
ultrasound image. A common implementation of envelope detection can be described in two steps: I-Q
demodulation followed by decimation. This section outlines the mathematical derivations for these two
processing steps.

3.1.1

I-Q Demodulation
Any signal waveform can be decomposed into its in-phase and quadrature components:
xn (t ) = I (t )cos (wc t ) + Q (t )sin (wc t )

(1)

Assuming the signal to be amplitude modulated (that is, some low-frequency envelope modulated at a
higher carrier frequency), the following derivation decomposes xn(t) into I(t) and Q(t).
xn (t ) = A (t )cos (wc t + j (t ))
(2)
p
æ
ö
xn (t ) = A (t )cos (j (t ) + wc t ) = A (t )sin ç j (t ) + + wc t ÷
2
è
ø
é
p öù
æ
xn (t ) = ê A (t )sin ç j (t ) + ÷ ú cos (wc t ) +
2 øû
è
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p öù
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ê A (t )cos ç j (t ) + 2 ÷ ú sin (wc t )
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øû
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(3)

Comparing Equation 1 and Equation 3, one can extract the expressions for the in-phase and quadrature
components, I(t) and Q(t):
pö
æ
I (t ) = A (t )sin ç j (t ) + ÷ = A (t )cos (j (t ))
2ø
è
(4)
pö
æ
Q (t ) = A (t )cos ç j (t ) + ÷ = - A (t )sin (j (t ))
2ø
è
(5)
Rewriting the expression in Equation 2, one can represent the same signal as the product of the envelope
signal xn(t) and the cosine at carrier frequency ωc, shown here in complex exponential form:
*
1
jwc t
- jwc t ö
xn (t ) = æç x±
+ x±
÷
n (t ) ´ e
n (t ) ´ e
ø
2è
(6)
Expanding Equation 1 in complex exponential form yields:
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The expression for the complex-valued envelope signal xn(t) in terms of the I-Q components can be
obtained by comparing Equation 2 and Equation 3:
Þ x± (t ) = I (t ) - jQ (t )
n

(7)

(8)

Equation 9 shows that the envelope signal can be reconstructed by taking the absolute value of a complex
function where the real and imaginary parts are the in-phase and quadrature components, respectively:

Þ x±
n (t ) = I (t ) - jQ (t ) =

I 2 (t ) + Q 2 (t )

(9)

The relationship in Equation 9 can be exploited to use I-Q demodulation as a method of envelope
detection.
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Decimation
Since the demodulated signals (I and Q parts) are of a much lower frequency compared to the high carrier
frequency, the same signal can be represented at a much lower sampling rate than the one used for the
total modulated signal (represented in Equation 1). This allows data reduction through down-sampling.
The Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem states that any signal can be exactly reconstructed from its
sampled version as long as the original signal only contains frequencies at or below one-half of the
sampling rate. This criterion must still be maintained after down-sampling to avoid aliasing. An antialiasing filter is typically used to ensure the demodulated signals are still sampled at the Nyquist rate. For
a given decimation factor M, the demodulated signals should be passed through a low-pass filter with
frequency cutoff at π ⁄ M. The combined effect of the anti-aliasing filter (with cutoff at π ⁄ M) followed by
downsampling by a factor of M constitutes decimation.
The overall block diagram representing the envelope detection processing unit is shown in Figure 5,
where the input x[n] is the amplitude modulated signal from which envelope information is to be extracted,
and the outputs Idec[n] and Qdec[n] can be combined to obtain the absolute value of the complex-valued
envelope signal. For an example input signal sampled at 40 MHz, the effective data rate is reduced by
50% for a decimation factor of 4.

Figure 5. Envelope Detector Block Diagram
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3.2

Beamforming Demodulated Data
As discussed in Section 1, the digitized channel data is supplied by the ADCs to the beamformer at a very
high rate. Assuming an ADC sampling frequency of 40 MHz and an ADC resolution of 14 bits, the data
rate comes to 560 MSPS. A reduction in data rate at the interface between ADC and beamformer allows
for easier system integration.
The envelope detection block in Figure 2 allows for data reduction after summation of channel data, an
alternate system architecture that moves this processing block to the left of the beamformer is desirable
for the following reasons:
• Envelope detection is a necessary processing step downstream in the beamformer, so having this
functionality in the AFE effective reduces the processing performed by the beamformer; and
• As noted in Section 3.1, the envelope detection block effectively reduces data rate by a factor of M / 2,
as long as M > 2 (since demodulation into I-Q components effective doubles the data rate while
holding sampling frequency constant).
This work explores an alternate implementation of the system. In this alternate setup, shown in Figure 6,
the demodulation and decimation steps are performed by the AFE5809, such that the output signals
provided to the beamformer are the decimated versions of the in-phase and quadrature components of
channel data.

Figure 6. Time-Delay Beamformer for Demodulated Channel Data [2]
Note that because the I and Q channel data provided to the beamformer is now sampled at a lower
frequency, the integer delay block now supports a coarser resolution of delay values (each sampling
period is now longer) and the accuracy requirement of the fractional delay is more severe. To meet this
requirement, phase rotation beamforming is considered.
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Phase Rotation Beamforming
Figure 7 schematically shows the comparison between delaying the original higher frequency signal and
delaying the 4× downsampled signal by the same amount. To delay by 106.25 ns, the 40-MHz signal
needs to be delayed by 4 and 1/4 clock cycles, whereas the 10-MHz signal needs to be delayed by 1 and
1/16 cycles.

Figure 7. Schematic Comparison of Delaying 40-MHz and 10-MHz Signals
Because the available data samples are spaced farther apart in time, the amount of interpolation
necessary to achieve the same delay resolution (6.25 ns) goes from quarter cycle to 1/16th of a cycle.
Phase rotation is explored in this section as a method of compensating for the reduced number of
samples available for integer delay.
In general, a time delay can be applied in the frequency domain instead of the time domain. Using Fourier
transforms, one can leverage the mapping from a shift in the time domain to a multiplication by a complex
exponential in the frequency domain:

f (t - t ) « F (w)e- jwt

(10)
th

Applying a time delay of τn to the expression for the n channel data expressed in Equation 6:
*
1
- jwc (t -tn ) ö
jwc (t -tn )
+ x±
xn (t - tn ) = çæ x±
÷
n (t - tn ) ´ e
n (t - tn ) ´ e
ø
2è

(11)

Expanding the complex exponentials:
*
1æ
jwc t ù
- jwc t ù ö
xn (t - tn ) = ç e- jwc tn ´ é x±
+ e+ jwc tn ´ é x±
n (t - tn ) ´ e
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ê
úû ÷ø
ë
û
ë
2è
Applying the time-shift property shown in Equation 10 along with the complex conjugation and
multiplication by complex exponential in the time domain (dual of the time-shift property), listed here:
f * (t ) « F * (-w)
e jwc t ´ f (t ) « F (w - wc )
xn (t - tn )
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1 -1 æ - jwc tn ±
± * (w - w )´ e+ j( w-wc )tn ö÷
F çe
´ Xn (w - wc ) ´ e- j( w-wc )tn + e+ jwc tn ´ X
n
c
è
ø
2
*
1 -1 æ - jwtn ±
± (w - w )ö÷
= F çe
´ Xn (w - wc ) + e+ jwtn ´ X
n
c
è
ø
2

xn (t - tn ) =
xn (t - tn )

(13)

Equation 13 forms the basis of frequency domain beamforming. Taking the Fourier transform of channel
data xn(t), one would apply the delay of τn by multiplication of a complex exponential and a frequency shift,
then take the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the delayed signal xn(t – τn). However, the hardware cost
of taking the forward and reverse fast Fourier Transform is significant, and the large amount of memory
required corresponds to the DFT size.
By applying the narrowband signal assumption such that the approximations ωt ≈ ωct and ωτn ≈ ωctn can
be made, Equation 13 yields the special case of phase rotation beamforming expressed as:
1
± (w - w ) + e+ jwc tn ´ X
± * (w - w )ö÷
xn (t - tn ) = F -1 æç e- jwc tn ´ X
n
c
n
c
è
ø
2
(14)
To demonstrate the ability to delay a signal using phase rotation, an example waveform is defined in
MATLAB and processed shown in Figure 8 (adapted from Software-based Ultrasound Phase Rotation
Beamforming on Multi-core DSP [SPRABO1]). A Gaussian envelope modulated by a sinusoidal signal of 5
MHz forms the original (blue) waveform, and a time-offset copy of this waveform is plotted in red at the top
of Figure 9. The two signals, denoted by u1[m] and u2[m], are defined such that u2[m] is an exact copy of
u1[m] that leads u1[m] by 25 ns. The larger delay resolution is selected for demonstration purposes, and
smaller delay values can be fulfilled using the same algorithm.

Figure 8. Block Diagram for Phase Rotator Functionality Verification
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After a mixer (demodulating into I and Q parts), followed by an anti-aliasing filter and a decimation by a
factor of 4, the red and blue signals shown in the second plot in Figure 9 represent the absolute values of
complex signals formed from D1_i[m] and D1_q[m] (blue), and D–2_i[m] and D2_q[m] (red), respectively. These
waveforms are taken to be the envelope signals for u1[m] and u2[m] based on the relationship summarized
in Equation 9. The green curve superimposed on the same plot shows the absolute value of the complex
sum expressed here:

(D

1i

[m]+ D2 i [m])+ (D1q [m]+ D2 q [m]) =

(D

1i

2

2

[m]+ D2 i [m]) + (D1q [m]+ D2 q [m])

(15)

The phase rotators in Figure 8 perform the operation on complex values described here in complex and
matrix form:

E1 = e- jwc tn ´ D1

(16)

é E1i ù
é cos (wc tn ) sin (wc tn ) ù
ê
ú = ê
ú´
- sin (wc tn ) cos (wc tn )û
êE1q ú
ë
ë
û

é D1i ù
ê
ú
êD1q ú
ë
û

(17)

The waveforms for the absolute values of the complex signals constructed from E1_i[m] and E1_q[m] (blue),
and E2_i[m] and E2_q[m] (red), are shown in the bottom plot in Figure 9. The green curve in this plot
represents the absolute value of the following complex sum:

(E

1i

[m] + E2 i [m])+ (E1q [m] + E2 q [m]) =

(E

1i

2

2

[m]+ E2 i [m]) + (E1q [m]+ E2 q [m])

(18)

Figure 9. Delaying an Envelope Signal Using Phase Rotation
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The two signals represented in green in these two plots indicate the effect of the phase rotation step.
These signals are plotted in Figure 10. The green curve represents the envelope signal obtained before
phase rotation, that is, the absolute value of the sum of the two complex signals. Since the goal of the
phase rotation block is to insert a delay of 25 ns to the envelope signal D2[m], the ideal case is where
E1[m] and E2[m] line up exactly. Because D1[m] = E1[m], the ideal case can be set as the absolute value of
twice D1[m] (indicated by the blue waveform in Figure 10). To evaluate how well the phase rotation block
works, this ideal waveform can be compared to the actual absolute value of the complex sum
E1[m]+ E2[m], shown in red. As a reference, the absolute value of the complex sum D1[m]+ D2[m] is plotted
in green. As the red and blue waveforms line up almost exactly, the functionality of the phase rotator is
verified.

Figure 10. Waveform Comparison for Phase Rotation Beamforming
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The beamformer system where the interpolation for fractional delay is done using a phase rotator is
summarized in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Demodulation Before Beamformer with Phase Rotation
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AFE5809 Value Proposition for SONAR and Ultrasound Systems
This section provides an overview of the value the AFE5809 brings to a SONAR or ultrasound system
through integration and digital processing.

4.1

Integration
As shown in Figure 12, the AFE5809 integrates into a single package many functions required by
mid- to high-end SONAR and ultrasound systems available on the market. With these functions integrated
into a single device, even next generation low-end SONAR systems could benefit from this device and
drastically improve the cost, quality, and time-to-market of existing systems. More importantly, the
functions provided are those found in both the front-end analog domain and the back-end digital domain of
existing systems, thus reducing the overall complexity of the system.

Figure 12. AFE5809 Top Level
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As illustrated in Figure 13, the heavy back-end computational requirements to decimate and filter the
output data stream can be off-loaded to the AFE5809, where decimation as high as 32 times can be
implemented, in conjunction with digital FIR filtering. Further, with eight analog receiver channels available
and the integration of a complex demodulator, which allows sixteen I/Q output data streams, beamforming
techniques can realize spatial filtering at the transducer.

Figure 13. AFE5809 in SONAR System
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4.2

AFE5809 Value Proposition for SONAR and Ultrasound Systems

Frequency of Operation
While medical imaging ultrasound devices typically operate in the range above 1 MHz, many SONAR
systems operate in the sub-1-MHz ultrasound region with typical applications in the 100- to 500-kHz
range. With proper selection of external components, the AFE5809 can process input frequencies as low
as 30 kHz, as shown in Section 5.4, and as high as 32.5 MHz. The minimum sampling frequency of the
AFE5809 is 10 MSPS. For conventional sonar systems, this value might seem like a high sampling
frequency, but with the built-in decimation filter in the AFE5809, the effective output rate can be reduced
by as much as 32 times as explained in Section 4.4.

4.3

Time Gain Control (TGC) for Dynamic Range
One of the biggest challenges with any communication system in which its environment is changing
dynamically is its ability to adapt to both weak and strong signals. For a SONAR system, a strong nearfield echo must be conditioned so as to not saturate and distort the receiver chain. Conversely, very weak
far-field echoes must be amplified while inducing minimal noise to determine the source of the echo. To
achieve this, the front-end architecture of the AFE5809 is comprised of a highly linear low noise amplifier
(LNA) followed by a voltage controlled attenuator (VCAT). To minimize the reflection from the transducer
to the receiver, the active termination of the LNA is programmable for a large range of input impedance
covering common transducer source impedances. The variable attenuator that follows the LNA has a 40dB dynamic range and is controlled through high bandwidth analog pins, allowing for fast control.

4.4

Decimation, Filtering, and Complex Demodulation
To take full advantage of the AFE5809 architecture, a slight variation to a conventional frequency plan is
recommended. To expound on this, assume a system with a SONAR signal at 105 kHz with a 10-kHz
bandwidth. The Nyquist-Shannon theorem states that sampling at 20 kHz is sufficient to replicate such a
signal. However, such a system is under sampled and relies on aliasing (from the 11th Nyquist zone) to
mix down the signal of interest. Since the minimum supported sampling frequency of the AFE5809 is 5
MSPS, such an approach is not viable with the AFE5809. In addition, the integrated anti-aliasing filter of
the AFE5809has a minimum corner frequency of 10 MHz. Sampling below 20 MSPS fails to fully take
advantage of this filter. By sampling at 20 MSPS, noise aliasing is avoided at the expense of the
unwanted spectrum in the first Nyquist zone. However, this aliasing can be is alleviated by invoking the
maximum decimation factor of 32, which reduces the first Nyquist frequency from 10 MHz to 312.5 kHz.
Additionally, when decimating by 32, a 512th order FIR low pass filter is invoked, and the theoretical SNR
improvement of 10×log (32), or 15 dB, is realized within the reduced Nyquist band of 312.5kHz. A
beneficial byproduct of this architecture is that the digital receiver (probably FPGA) now has less
computational burden as all, or the majority, of decimation is now performed by the AFE5809. So, while a
typical sonar system would not sample at such a high rate as 20 MSPS, doing so with the AFE5809
allows the user to achieve an effective data rate that is low while also improving the resolution of the
signal and interleaving LVDS data.
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Finally, as shown in Figure 12, the AFE5809 provides a digital complex demodulator block before the
decimation filter. This down mixer allows for band shifting the signal of interest to a very low frequency or
baseband. Once all relevant content is shifted down to a low-frequency band, the decimation can then be
more aggressive. Although this does not alleviate the sampling frequency requirement of the AFE5809
because the demodulator comes after the ADC, it does off-load such function from the digital receiver or
FPGA. Also, as the mixer is complex, the I and Q vectors required by the inverse beam former in the
receiver are generated, for a total of sixteen output channels, instead of the normal eight. These I/Q
signals can be used in the back-end system to construct the envelope of the received echo with the
minimum data required.

Figure 14. Simulation of AFE5809 Demodulated and Decimated Echo Train
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To further illustrate these benefits, assume a sonar signal with a 500-kHz ±50-kHz frequency content. This
signal translates to a minimum Nyquist frequency of 550 kHz if aliasing is not used, corresponding to a
minimum sampling frequency of 1.1 MSPS. Despite the fact that the minimum supported sampling
frequency of the AF5809 is 5 MSPS, sampling at such low frequencies fails to fully benefit from the
integrated anti-aliasing filter before the ADC since its minimum corner frequency is 10 MHz. By sampling
at 20 MHz, noise aliasing is avoided at the expense of the unwanted spectrum in the first Nyquist zone.
With the AFE5809, the user would sample at 20 MSPS using the 10-MHz anti-alias filter, and then
decimate by 18 to achieve an effective rate of 1.111 MSPS, with a theoretical 12.6-dB improvement in
SNR and eight output channels of in-phase data transmitted on eight LVDS lanes. Alternatively, the user
can use the demodulator feature to shift the 500-kHz signal down to baseband, or 0 Hz, with frequency
content spanning from –50 to 50 kHz. Now, the required bandwidth of the digitized output data is reduced
from 550 kHz to 50 kHz. Therefore, the decimation factor can be increased to 32, to achieve an effective
data rate of 625 kSPS with a theoretical 15-dB improvement in SNR. Additionally, in this case, the
demodulator is used and, therefore, the output data will be complex, having both I and Q elements for
each channel and transmitted on only four LVDS lanes.

4.5

Output Data Compression
At the output of the AFE5809 is the LVDS serializer where the number of LVDS outputs is optimized for a
given configuration. For example, when I/Q demodulation and decimation by 32 is configured, the eight
LVDS outputs will be compressed onto only four LVDS outputs. Once again, this reduces the
requirements of the digital receiver by halving the number of deserializers required in the FPGA. Table 1
from the AFE5809 datasheet [1] describes LVDS channel compression in detail.
Table 1. Channel Selection (1)
DECIMATION
FACTOR (M)

MODULATE
BYPASS

OUTPUT
CHANNEL
SELECT

FULL
LVDS
MODE

DECIMATION
FACTOR (M)

LVDS OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
LVDS1: A.I, A.Q, (zeros)

M<4
0

LVDS3: C.I, C.Q, (zeros)
LVDS4: D.I, D.Q, (zeros)

M≥4

0

LVDS2: B.I, B.Q, (zeros)

LVDS1: A.I, A.Q, B.I, B.Q, (zeros) LVDS2: idle
LVDS3: C.I, C.Q, D.I, D.Q, (zeros) LVDS4: idle
LVDS1: A.I, A.Q, (zeros)

1

X

LVDS2: B.I, B.Q, (zeros)
LVDS3: C.I, C.Q, (zeros)
LVDS4: D.I, D.Q, (zeros)

M≥2

LVDS1: B.I, B.Q, (zeros)

0
M<4

LVDS3: D.I, D.Q, (zeros)
LVDS4: C.I, C.Q, (zeros)

0

LVDS1: B.I, B.Q, A.I, A.Q, (zeros)
M≥4

1

LVDS2: A.I, A.Q, (zeros)

LVDS2: idle
LVDS3: D.I, D.Q, C.I, C.Q, (zeros)
LVDS4: idle
LVDS1: B.I, B.Q, (zeros)

1

X

LVDS2: A.I, A.Q, (zeros)
LVDS3: D.I, D.Q, (zeros)
LVDS4: C.I, C.Q, (zeros)

(1)

This table refers to individual demodulator subchip, which has four LVDS outputs, that is LVDS1 through LVDS4; and four input
CHs, that is CH.A to CH.D..
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Table 1. Channel Selection (1) (continued)
DECIMATION
FACTOR (M)

MODULATE
BYPASS

OUTPUT
CHANNEL
SELECT

FULL
LVDS
MODE

DECIMATION
FACTOR (M)

LVDS OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
LVDS1: A.I; Note: the same A.I is repeated by M times.
LVDS2: A.Q; Note: the same A.Q is repeated by M
times.

0

M≥2

X

X

LVDS3: C.I; Note: the same C.I is repeated by M
times.
LVDS4: C.Q; Note: the same C.Q is repeated by M
times.

1

LVDS1: B.I; Note: the same B.I is repeated by M times.
LVDS2: B.Q; Note: the same B.Q is repeated by M
times.
1

X

X

LVDS3: D.I; Note: the same D.I is repeated by M
times.
LVDS4: D.Q; Note: the same D.Q is repeated by M
times.

20

M=1

0

0

X

1

LVDS1: A.I; LVDS2: B.I; LVDS3: C.I; LVDS4: D.I

M=1

0

1

X

1

LVDS1: B.I; LVDS2: A.I; LVDS3: D.I; LVDS4: C.I

M=1

1

0

X

1

LVDS1: A.I; LVDS2: A.Q; LVDS3: C.I; LVDS4: C.Q

M=1

1

1

X

1

LVDS1: B.I; LVDS2: B.Q; LVDS3: D.I; LVDS4: D.Q
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5

Test Outline
This section describes the required equipment and signal configuration used to obtain the SONAR data
and ultrasound envelope detection. The first test will seek to prove that in-phase data (no I/Q
demodulation) at 200 kHz can sampled at a high rate such as 20 MSPS and then heavily decimated to
both reduce computational rates at the system back-end and improve the SNR of the signal through
decimation filtering. This test does not employ the I/Q demodulator due to already low frequency range of
typical sonar systems. However, some SONAR systems that might operate at higher frequencies, such as
500 kHz, might employ the down conversion feature to maximize the decimation, as well as potential use
the demodulator for beamforming. The second test will seek to prove the utility of the AFE5809 in
envelope detection using the I/Q demodulator for beamforming with a 5-MHz sine wave burst sampled at
40 MSPS.

5.1

Test Setup and Equipment
Use the following equipment to properly demonstrate the use of the AFE5809 EVM in SONAR testing (see
Figure 15):
• AFE5809EVM with USB cable and power supply cable
– AFE5809EVM GUI and user guide found here: AFE5809 GUI
• TSW1400EVM with USB cable and supplied power supply adapter
– TSW1400EVM GUI and user guide found here: HSDCPro
• Clock generator to produce a low-jitter 20-MHz sine or square signal at +9 dBm. This will be the A/D
sampling clock.
• Trigger generator generating a rising edge (square wave or pulse) at 5-ms interval
• Low-noise sine wave generator at 200 kHz and –30 dBm, with a source impedance of 50 ohms
• 200-kHz band-pass filter to reduce out-of-band noise and harmonics from the 200-kHz sine generator
• All signal generators must be clock synchronized

Figure 15. Block Diagram of Sonar Setup
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Figure 16. EVM Setup
The generators used for this experiment are the following:
• Signal generator and trigger generator: AP SYS-2722 24-bit DAQ, used to a clean signal in the
SONAR band.
• Clock generator: Agilent E4428C
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5.2

Envelope Detection Test Setup and Equipment
Use the following equipment to properly demonstrate the use of the AFE5809 EVM in SONAR testing (see
Figure 17):
• AFE5809EVM with USB cable and power supply cable
– AFE5809EVM GUI and user guide found here: AFE5809EVM
• TSW1400EVM with USB cable and supplied power supply adapter
– TSW1400EVM GUI and user guide found here: HSDCPro GUI
• Clock generator to produce a low-jitter 40-MHz sine or square signal at +9 dBm
• Trigger generator generating a rising edge (square wave or pulse) at 5-ms interval
• Arbitrary function generator or signal generator to produce a 5-MHz sine burst repeated at a regular
interval. This is used to mimic the echo received on the transducer
• All signal generators must be clock synchronized

PRF Trigger Signal
TTL pulse @ PRF

Trigger Out

Ch1

Burst Signal
Sine Burst at
5 MHz, 20 cycles,
PRF < 100 kHz

Sync

AFE5809

Trigger Input (J11)

ADC Data
LVDS

LVDS ln

Function
Generator

TX_SYNC_IN (J11)

TSW1400

Ext_Clk (J15)

Sync

Clock
Generator

ADC CLK
Sine or square wave @ 40 mHz, +9 dBm (1.8 Vpp)

Figure 17. Block Diagram of Envelope Detection
This experiment used the following generators:
• Tektronix: AFG3102 CH1, used to simulate the modulated echo input signal.
• Clock generator: AFG3102 CH2, used for the A/D sampling clock.
• Trigger generator: AFG3102 trigger output, used to trigger both the FPGA data capture, as well to
trigger the DEMOD block in the AFE5809.
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AFE5809 EVM Modification for Low Frequency Support
Configuring the EVM for low frequency support requires three steps:
1. Change the AC coupling capacitor for any desired analog input channel.
2. Disable PGA integrator in the AFE5809 (Reg. 51[4] = '1').
3. Set AFE5809 HPF to the 50-kHz setting in the GUI (Reg. 59[3:2] = '01').

Figure 18. LNA Input AC Coupling Setup
The input capacitor configuration required for sonar applications is:
• C_INP = 1 µF
• C_INM = 1 µF
• C_ACT = 1 µF
• R_TERM = 50 Ω

5.4

Measure HPF
Verify the transfer function of the expected high-pass filter to ensure that the device does not filter any
desired signals. While the device is typically configured for ultrasound applications where a higher filter
cut-off frequency is desired, the AC coupling capacitance of the LNA input was increased to lower this
HPF cut-off frequency. The desired cut-off frequency for this test will be 50 kHz.

Figure 19. Signal Chain Low Frequency Response With INM Capacitor = 1 µF
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5.5

SNR Measurement Before and After Decimation
Compare the SNR performance before and after decimation, as the decimation filter is expected to
improve SNR by the factor 10×log(M), where M is the decimation factor. For the SNR measurement, an
FFT with a rectangular window with coherent sampling is required. The HSDCPro FFT display will help to
analyze the frequency content of the signal.

5.6

Demod Configuration for SNR Measurement
As shown in Figure 20, the demod block of the AFE5809 is split into independent sub-blocks, where only
the decimation and channel multiplexing blocks are used in this sonar application example. As mentioned
before, the user can also incorporate the down conversion block if needed.

Figure 20. Signal Chain of Demodulator Sub-Blocks
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the GUI, configure the AFE5809 as shown in Figure 21:
DC removal block bypassed
Down conversion block bypassed
Dec_bypass disabled
Dec_Shift_Force enabled and set to 7
Dec_Shift_Scale enabled
Manual start coefficient enabled and set to 0
Manual decimation factor enabled and set to 32
DHPF enabled

Figure 21. GUI: Decimation Configuration
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6

Test Data

6.1

SNR Improvement
Figure 22 shows the FFT of the signal without any decimation. The 200-kHz signal in the 10-MHz Nyquist
shows an SNR of 70.90 dBFs. By sampling at 20 MHz, the user takes full advantage of the 10-MHz
analog
anti-aliasing filter in the VCA section of the AFE5809. However, most of this spectrum is unused for sonar
applications.

Figure 22. FFT 200-kHz Signal at 20 MSPS With No Decimation
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It is possible to remove most of this unused bandwidth with an internal decimation of factor 32. With this
new factor, the 10-MHz Nyquist frequency is now moved down to 312.5 kHz, which still allows the 200kHz signal. The effective data rate is reduced from 20 MHz to 625 kHz, and the new Nyquist is 312.5 kHz.
All the relevant frequency content is maintained in this bandwidth. The SNR is improved by the decimation
filter to 83.6 dBFs. Therefore, our SNR improvement with a decimation of 32 is 12.7 dB as shown in
Figure 23. The fundamental signal is shown at 200kHz, and an artifact from the signal generator is shown
at about 170kHz. This can be ignored.

Figure 23. FFT 200-kHz Signal Sampled at 20 MSPS With Decimation = 32
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6.2

Envelope Detection
To demonstrate envelope detection with the AFE5809, first generate a periodic sine burst waveform at
5 MHz using the function generator, and use this function generator as the analog input signal to the AFE.
Figure 24 is a data capture of the AFE output data in the TSW1400 tool, HSDCPro. This capture is a
simple digitization at 40 MSPS of the signal with no demodulation or decimation.

Figure 24. Sine Burst Waveform at Frequency of 5 MHz (Fs/8, where Fs=40MSPS)
In , The data is first mixed with 5 MHz sine and cosine waves internal on the AFE5809, and is then
decimated by 4. The resulting waveform shows interleaved data that contain both the In-phase and
Quadrature-phase elements of the envelope. The sync pattern required for data separation is also seen.
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Figure 25. AFE5809 LVDS Output for Sine Burst After I/Q Demodulation at Fs/8 and Decimation of 4
In Figure 26, a closer look at the data reveals the interleaving structure. Both I and Q from two channels
can be compressed onto one LVDS lane for denser data transport to the FPGA. In this example, 8
channels of I and Q data can be transmitted on 4 LVDS lanes. In Figure 27, we can see that the data is
separated into channels and then I and Q elements, so that the true envelope waveform appears.

Figure 26. Sine Burst After I/Q Demodulation at Fs/8 and Decimation of 4,
Two Channels on One LVDS Output Lane
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Figure 27. Separated Data After Receiver Processing Shows Decimated Envelope
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Conclusion
This TI Design has reviewed the potential use of AFE5809 for SONAR RX chain applications. The theory
of beam forming and its applications in multi-path signal processing have been presented. The AFE5809
features 8 channels of simultaneously sampled analog signal conditioning (LNA+VCAT+PGA) and Digital
Processing (ADC + Digital Demodulator) that brings a high level of system receive path integration and
enables high-performance echo-location imaging for high-end SONAR systems. Measured data at input
signals of 200kHz – typical of SONAR frequencies – has been presented. The AFE5809 is ideal for
SONAR RX processing since the wide-band signal chain allows high speed sampling to lower noise. This
is complemented by the back-end decimation stage that allows lower data rate and boosted SNR. The
SNR improvement achieved by applying decimation allows signals (i.e. echoes) in the SONAR frequency
band to be digitized without degradation. Finally, measurement results that prove the envelope detection
capability of the AFE5809 have also been presented.
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